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GS Emerging Markets Debt Fund – Institutional Shares  

2Q2018 Market 

Spreads on the JP Morgan EMBI Global Diversified Index (EMBI GD) widened 66bps to 368 basis points(bps) over US 

Treasuries, with the index returning -3.54% over the quarter. On a quarterly, total return basis, Venezuela (14.5%), Zambia 

(13.2%) and Lebanon (13.1%) were the best performing countries, while Gabon (-8.7%), Ecuador (-8.7%) and Senegal (-8.5%) 

underperformed the rest of the index. The investment grade component of the index widened 25bps, while the high yield 

component widened 118bps, signaling a significant weakness in lower rated Emerging Market (EM) credits.  

• Argentine assets experienced pronounced volatility and weakness over the quarter; its currency depreciated 

~27% and sovereign spreads widened ~188bps. Policymakers launched a series of actions in response with the 

central bank raising interest rates by 12.75% to 40% and selling currency reserves, while the government 

announced a reduction in their fiscal deficit target from 3.2% of GDP to 2.7%. Argentina has since secured an 

International Monetary Fund loan for a 3-year Stand-by Arrangement program of $50bn.  

• Protectionist trade rhetoric from the US and retaliatory measures from other countries kept investor 

concerns elevated. Presidential candidate Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador (AMLO) won Mexico's 

presidential elections by a wide margin, and said in his acceptance speech that he will be respectful of the 

central bank’s independence and the new government will have “financial and fiscal discipline”.  

• In Turkey, President Erdogan won the presidential elections in the first round; the results surprised the 

market as recent opinion polls suggested that the elections would require a second round.  

• In China, the central bank (PBOC) signaled a dovish tilt, delivering a 50bps cut in its reserve requirement 

ratio (RRR) that takes effect from July 5
th

. EM bond funds saw persistent outflows over the month; 

however, so far in 2018 the EM Local Currency bond funds have garnered a net inflow of $2bn. 

 

Strategy 

Recent bearish sentiment on EM assets has been indiscriminate in its impact on valuations. We think this creates an opportunistic 

investing environment given pockets of fundamental strength within the EM economies. In particular, we do not think it is rational to 

extrapolate idiosyncratic weaknesses in certain markets to the broader EM complex, and we view recent moves in external EM debt 

relative to other spread sectors as outsized, thereby presenting an attractive opportunity to add exposure.  

• Among countries, we remain constructive on Indonesia given favorable debt dynamics and a strong fiscal 

position. The country has a modest debt-to-GDP ratio of 29% and around 40% of its outstanding debt is 

denominated in foreign currency and is long-term debt; this helps to minimize refinancing risk.  

• We also hold a favorable view on Argentina and view the current political backdrop as conducive for 

business-friendly reforms. Furthermore, we think recent policymaker actions are adequate and we see 

scope for market confidence to be restored.  

• We are overweight Turkish external debt, driven by strong debt dynamics in the country. While the 

country is facing macro imbalances with deteriorating current account deficits, high inflation and an 

overheating economy, Turkey’s debt-to-GDP ratio ranks among the best in EM at 28% that is consistent 

with an A-rated credit. Fiscal deficit is also below 2%, indicating that the government would be able to 

absorb any contagion in the corporate sector.   
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Fund Performance I-share, net return % 

Returns   

  YTD Q2 June 

GS Emerging Markets Debt Fund (6.63) (5.74) (2.29) 

EMBI GD Total Return (5.23) (3.54) (1.19) 

Excess Return (1.41) (2.20) (1.10) 

 

Expense Ratios (I-Shares), net/gross: 0.86% / 0.90%.  

Expense Ratios (A-Shares), net/gross: 1.20%/1.24% 

The returns represent past performance. Past performance does not guarantee future results. The Fund’s investment 

return and principal value will fluctuate so that an investor’s shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than 

their original cost. Current performance may be lower or higher than the performance quoted above. Please visit our 

Web site at: www.GSAMFUNDS.com to obtain the most recent month-end returns.  

The Standardized Total Returns are average annual total returns or cumulative total returns (only if the performance 

period is one year or less) as of the most recent calendar quarter-end. They assume reinvestment of all distributions 

at net asset value. These returns reflect the maximum initial sales charge of 4.5% for Class A Shares. Because 

Institutional Shares do not involve a sales charge, such a charge is not applied to their Standardized Total Returns.  

The expense ratios of the Fund, both current (net of any fee waivers or expense limitations) and before waivers 

(gross of any fee waivers or expense limitations) are as set forth above. The Fund's waivers and/or expense 

limitations will remain in place through at least November 30, 2018, and prior to such date the investment adviser 

may not terminate the arrangements without the approval of the Fund's Board of Trustees 

Performance reflects cumulative total returns for periods of less than one year and average annual total returns for 

periods of greater than one year. All Fund performance data reflect the reinvestment of distributions. 

 

 

 

 

Institutional Clients & Third Party Channel (Standardized returns for A-Shares include maximum sales charge)

Standardized Returns (annualized, as of 30-Jun-2018) 1 Year 5 Year 10 Year Since Inception

A-Shares, net, % -8.79 3.11 5.78 7.50

I-Shares, net, % -4.22 4.41 6.62 8.21

PWM Channel (NAV returns for A shares do not include the sales charge)

NAV Returns (annualized, as of 30-Jun-2018) 1 Year 5 Year 10 Year Since Inception

A-Shares, net, % -4.48 4.06 6.26 7.83

I-Shares, net, % -4.22 4.41 6.62 8.21
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UW = underweight 

OW = overweight 

Interest Rates:  Contributed to performance over Q2 

 Contributors: 

• UW US Duration – We are currently underweight US interest rates versus the EMBI GD benchmark with the view that 

a strong US economy coupled with the Federal Reserve tightening should push interest rates higher. We are 

expressing this view through an underweight on the front end of the yield curve as we feel the long end could see 

technical resistance due to market demand for duration from insurance and pension investors. 

 

EMD Selection: Detracted from performance over Q2 

 Contributors: 

• UW Lebanon – Lebanese bond spreads widened ~300 bps in Q2. Investors have become increasingly concerned that 

rising US interest rates could push financing costs higher for Lebanon. Lebanon has a high Debt/GDP ratio, and is 

acutely sensitive to increased funding costs. We have been underweight Lebanon in portfolios with the view that the 

debt burden is unsustainable and that regional geopolitical tensions could potentially create instability in Lebanon. 

• UW Brazil – We are underweight Brazil based on election risk and deteriorating debt metrics. Brazil has rising 

Debt/GDP levels, and needs to manage fiscal expenditures to curb debt burden. With elections coming in October, 

we have been increasingly concerned with the lack of attention the current candidates have toward Brazil’s fiscal 

issues.  

 Detractors: 

• OW Argentina – We are OW Argentina sovereign debt. Argentina assets experienced significant pressure in Q2, 

driven by broad selling as investors lost confidence in the fiscal improvement story. Additionally, the Argentinian 

Central Bank made misssteps in inflation guidance and monetary policy. These negative developments caused 

investors to pull capital from the country, which in turn pressured assets lower. 

• OW Venezuela – Venezuela/PDVSA debt has performed well this year, and our OW position has contributed to 

performance YTD. Venezuela/PDVSA debt did trade lower over Q2 in sympathy with a broader risk off tone for EM 

assets, which was a detractor from Q2 performance.  

 

 

FX: Detracted from performance over Q2 

 Contributors: 

• Short Asian EM currencies – We have been short Asian EM currencies (Chinese yuan, Taiwanese dollar, South Korean 

Won) on trade concerns driven by risk of China slowdown. EM currencies saw significant underperformance versus 

USD in Q2, and our short positions contributed to portfolio performance.  

• Long European Growth – Long Polish zloty/Czech koruna vs Short Euro on the view that strong growth and low 

unemployment in Eastern Europe should put pressure on inflation and potentially push Polish/Czech central banks to 

tighten ahead of the European Central Bank, thereby supporting the currencies. These long positions outperformed 

our short position on the Euro.  

 Detractors: 

• Long High Carry EM currencies – We have been long high carry EM currencies (Indonesian Rupiah, Russian Ruble, 

South African Rand). EM currencies underperformed USD in Q2 driven by fears of EM growth slowdown, US trade 

war, and idiosyncratic headlines surrounding Argentina and Turkey.  

Off Benchmark: Contributed to performance over Q2 
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 Contributors: 

• Long Puerto Rico Munis – We have held a long exposure to Puerto Rico munis, primarily expressed in COFINA sales 

tax credit bonds (bonds issued by Puerto Rico Sales Tax Finance Corp). Puerto Rico debt has performed well through 

2018, specifically in Q2 where creditors for COFINA and general obligation bonds came to an agreement to share 

credit impairments and future revenues, thereby avoiding a potentially lengthy legal battle with uncertain outcomes.  

 Detractors: 

• EM Corporates – Exposure to select EM Corporates detracted from performance.  

• Long Argentina Local Rates – We have held a Long position in Argentina Lebacs, which are short term local currency 

notes issued by Argentina. This position was a proxy for FX views. As the Argentine peso has traded lower versus 

USD, the Lebac position has been a drag on performance. 

 

Fund Risk Considerations: 

The Goldman Sachs Emerging Markets Debt Fund invests primarily in sovereign and corporate debt of issuers located in or 

tied economically to emerging countries. The Fund’s investments in fixed income securities are subject to the risks associated 

with debt securities generally, including credit, liquidity and interest rate risk. Foreign and emerging markets 

investments may be more volatile and less liquid than investments in U.S. securities and are subject to the risks of currency 

fluctuations and adverse economic or political developments. The countries in which the Fund invests may have sovereign 

ratings that are below investment grade or are unrated. High yield, lower rated investments involve greater price volatility 

and present greater risks than higher rated fixed income securities. The securities markets of emerging countries have less 

government regulation and are subject to less extensive accounting and financial reporting requirements than the markets of 

more developed countries. Such securities are also subject to foreign custody risk.  The Fund is also subject to the risk that 

the issuers of sovereign debt or the government authorities that control the payment of debt may be unable or unwilling to 

repay principal or interest when due. Derivative instruments may involve a high degree of financial risk. These risks include 

the risk that a small movement in the price of the underlying security or benchmark may result in a disproportionately large 

movement, unfavorable or favorable, in the price of the derivative instrument; the risk of default by a counterparty; and liquidity 

risk. At times, the Fund may be unable to sell certain of its illiquid investments without a substantial drop in price, if at all. 

The Fund is “non-diversified” and may invest more of its assets in fewer issuers than “diversified” funds. Accordingly, the 

Fund may be more susceptible to adverse developments affecting any single issuer held in its portfolio and to greater losses 

resulting from these developments. 
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General disclosures  

Views and opinions expressed are for informational purposes only and do not constitute a recommendation by GSAM to buy, 

sell, or hold any security. Views and opinions are current as of the date of this presentation and may be subject to change, 

they should not be construed as investment advice. 

This information discusses general market activity, industry or sector trends, or other broad-based economic, market or 

political conditions and should not be construed as research or investment advice. This material has been prepared by GSAM 

and is not financial research nor a product of Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research (GIR). It was not prepared in 

compliance with applicable provisions of law designed to promote the independence of financial analysis and is not subject to 

a prohibition on trading following the distribution of financial research. The views and opinions expressed may differ from those 

of Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research or other departments or divisions of Goldman Sachs and its affiliates. 

Investors are urged to consult with their financial advisors before buying or selling any securities. This information may not be 

current and GSAM has no obligation to provide any updates or changes.   

Past performance does not guarantee future results, which may vary. The value of investments and the income 
derived from investments will fluctuate and can go down as well as up. A loss of principal may occur. 
 

Fund holdings and allocations shown are unaudited, and may not be representative of current or future investments. Fund 
holdings and allocations may not include the Fund's entire investment portfolio, which may change at any time. Fund holdings 
should not be relied on in making investment decisions and should not be construed as research or investment advice 
regarding particular securities. Current and future holdings are subject to risk. 
 
The J.P. Morgan EMBI Global Diversified Index is an unmanaged index of debt instruments of 50 emerging countries. The 
Index figures do not reflect any deduction for fees, expenses or taxes. It is not possible to invest directly in an unmanaged 
index. 

 
A basis point is 1/100th of a percent.  
 
A summary prospectus, if available, or a Prospectus for the Fund containing more information may be obtained from 
your authorized dealer or from Goldman, Sachs & Co. LLC by calling (retail - 1-800-526-7384) (institutional – 1-800-
621-2550). Please consider a fund's objectives, risks, and charges and expenses, and read the summary prospectus, 
if available, and the Prospectus carefully before investing. The summary prospectus, if available, and the Prospectus 
contains this and other information about the Fund. 

 
Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC, distributor of the Fund(s), is not a bank, and Fund shares distributed by Goldman Sachs & Co. 
LLC are neither deposits nor obligations of, nor endorsed, nor guaranteed by any bank or other insured depository institution, 
nor are they insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Federal Reserve Board, or any other government 
agency. Investment in the Funds involves risks, including possible loss of the principal amount invested. 
 
© 2018 Goldman Sachs.  All rights reserved.  
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